Bulls destroys Bears, 26 to 14
By Greg Wulf
Winner of a foot-center field and a strong wind toward the fence, combined to produce a football-like score for last Saturday's baseball meet at Bates. The Bears' fielding was coming out of the losing end, 26-14.

The game was played in sub-freezing temperatures with a 30-45 mph wind. Sander Barlow developed twice during the game. Coach Fran O'Brien said, "The weather was the worst I've seen in 25 years of coaching, but we had gone all the way there and decided to play anyway."

The extreme weather conditions, which made it difficult for the pitchers to hold on to the ball, resulted in an unusually high number of hits, 16 for each team. According to O'Brien, "At least four of their (seven) home runs would've been routine fly balls under normal conditions."

MIT had two home runs, including a grand slam in the seventh inning. The Bears scored 14 runs, but MIT came back in the second game 6-5. Martinelli hit a grand slam in the second inning to lead MIT.
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Bears' loss was a short center field and a strong wind toward the fence, combined to produce a football-like score for last Saturday's baseball meet at Bates. The Bears' fielding was coming out of the losing end, 26-14.

The game was played in sub-freezing temperatures with a 30-45 mph wind. Sander Barlow developed twice during the game. Coach Fran O'Brien said, "The weather was the worst I've seen in 25 years of coaching, but we had gone all the way there and decided to play anyway."

The extreme weather conditions, which made it difficult for the pitchers to hold on to the ball, resulted in an unusually high number of hits, 16 for each team. According to O'Brien, "At least four of their (seven) home runs would've been routine fly balls under normal conditions."

MIT had two home runs, including a grand slam in the seventh inning. The Bears scored 14 runs, but MIT came back in the second game 6-5. Martinelli hit a grand slam in the second inning to lead MIT.

An MIT player takes a swing during the team's season opening game, a win over Bates University.

Column/Mike Blahnik

Fourth and long for baseball

"I've got some good news and some bad news. The good news is that we scored 14 runs," said the baseball player.

"In how many games?" I asked.

"One," he said.

"Great. What's the bad news?"

"Just by 12," he said.


The weather was very windy - perfect for a football game. So was the score.

The game last Saturday set three school records and tied three others. Six varsity records. That's also the bad news.

There were some bright notes. The Bears' offense provided fuel to the win.

Collected three of the team's 16 hits. Craig Poole '86, Tom Hoffman '86, and Bruce Diaz '84 each contributed a hit.

MIT then slipped into a tailspin after the win over Bates. After a week between, the Bears played their first game of the season. The Bears had trouble in the field, a weakness that leaves them vulnerable to errors, causing 10 unearned runs.
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